Using a cohomological characterization of the consistent and the covariant Lorentz and gauge anomalies, derived from the complexification of the relevant algebras, we study in d = 2 the definition of the Weyl determinant for a non-abelian theory with Riemannian background. We obtain two second order operators that produce, by means of ζ-function regularization, respectively the consistent and the covariant Lorentz and gauge anomalies, preserving diffeomorphism invariance. We compute exactly their functional determinants and the W-Z-W terms: the "consistent" determinant agrees with the non-abelian generalization of the classical Leutwyler's result, while the "covariant" one gives rise to a covariant version of the usual Wess-Zumino-Witten action.
Introduction
In the first eighties it was realized that a rich algebraic and geometrical structure subtends the existence of consistent anomalies: their characterization as solutions of a cohomological problem [1] and its relation with deep algebraic geometrical theorems, as the index theorem [2, 3] , were crucial tools in understanding interesting phenomena. A complementary approach to the problem of the anomaly relies on the construction of some representations of the anomaly algebra: with regard to theories describing gauge or gravitational interactions of spin one-half fermions, this is realized as the determinant of a relevant Weyl operator. On a compact Riemannian manifold the eigenvalue problem for this operator is not well defined and the local anomaly is just the manifestation of this fact: the determinant can be characterized, from a geometrical point of view, as a line-bundle over the space of the gauge orbit [2] . The non-triviality of this line-bundle, linked to the non-vanishing of the anomaly, makes impossible to have a global section i.e. to have gauge invariance for the determinant.
In an analytical approach, where one essentially tries to give a meaning to an infinite product of eigenvalues, the problem appears from the very beginning, any possible definition of the eigenvalues of the Weyl operator being ambiguos by a phase factor [3] . For a gauge theory with connections on trivial principal-bundle, one can easily by-pass the problem working with a Dirac operator, in which the gauge fields are coupled only to the left or the right component of the spinor. ζ-function regularization [4, 5] provides a well-defined procedure to define the determinant of operators of this type, reproducing the perturbative and cohomological results for the consistent local anomaly; in the gravitational case this trick does not work, due to the crucial presence of the n-bein fields that couple to both components. An analytical definition and an explicit computation of the chiral determinant in curved space appeared in [6, 7] , using a completely different approach based on integrating polynomials and a regularization of the fermion propagator. In reference [8] we have developed a systematic way to define the Weyl determinant for gauge theories, based on its ζ-function definition in terms of second order operators. The complexification of the gauge group was the main tool in this approach; we have shown how the related cohomological problem for the anomaly has in this case two different solutions, one giving the consistent anomaly and the other one generating the covariant anomaly. The correct operators were obtained requiring that the gauge variations of their functional determinants, in this generalized setting, realize the consistent solution. In this way we have also clarified the structure of the covariant anomalies and their relation with functional determinant techniques. In this paper we compute the determinant for a two-dimensional non-abelian chiral gauge theory in a curved Riemannian background: the complexification of the gauge groups (color SU(N) and local-frame SO(2, R)) can be avoided, simplifying the analytical calculations, and a direct comparison of our formalism with previous results [7] is possible. We could also directly test the properties of the covariant solution and indeed we give the explicit form of the covariant W-Z-W term [9] , obtained from an extended SL(2, C) transformation on the functional determinant. The paper is organized as follows: to make it self-contained we describe in Sect.2 the extended cohomological problem in d = 2n dimension; in Sect.3 we turn our attention to d = 2, writing the anomalies as derived from the descent equations and explaining the operatorial approach; in Sect. 4 and Sect.5 we find the correct second order operators linked to the covariant and consistent anomaly, respectively, and we compute their determinants and the related W-Z-W terms.
The extended cohomological problem and its solution
The classical action for a chiral spinor coupled to a gauge connection on a Riemannian manifold M of dimension 2n is:
We have used the canonical volume form of M d 2n x √ g, g µν being a fixed metric. E µa are the 2n-bein fields (with inverse e µ a ) and Ω µcd is the spinconnection linked to the metric tensor
We assume the absence of torsion, so Γ λ µν is the usual Levi-Civita connection.
is a gauge connection belonging to a (trivial) SU(N) principal bundle over M, T a being a basis for the SU(N) Lie algebra:
The Weyl matrices σ a represent the algebra
σ a being the other inequivalent representation, existing for d = 2n [10] .
The vacuum functional of chiral fermions on this backgrounds is formally defined as
Immediately we are faced with a basic difficulty in defining the determinant for the Weyl operator D: it maps a chiral spinor on a spinor of opposite chirality
where 
where we have defined λ = λ a T a ; (ii) local Lorentz invariance (local SO(2n, R) transformations)
where we have defined
If we want to describe these symmetries in the more general case of non-trivial principal bundles and non parallelizable manifolds, we have to introduce fixed background connections A 0 µ and Ω 0 µab in order to get a global description on the base manifold [9, 11] . The algebra of δ G , δ L and δ D is:
where
and D µ is the covariant derivative on SO(2n, R); all the other commutators vanish. If we could be able to construct Γ[A, E] preserving the classical properties of the Weyl operator, the invariance of the action eq.(1) under the just described symmetries would have been translated into
A meaningful definition of the vacuum functional, in general, will modify eq. (12), generating anomalies:
The algebra eq. (11) gives strong constraints on the right-hand side of eqs. (13), the socalled Wess-Zumino consistency conditions:
that are equivalent, after having turned the Lie algebra valued parameters λ, τ and ξ into anticommuting ghosts and having defined the action of δ G,L,D, on them, to a cohomological problem [1] . The information encoded in eqs. (14) is enough to obtain, up to a global coefficient, the general form of a G , a L and a D , requiring their locality on the fields and their derivatives. We remark that the cohomological solutions naturally implement the arbitrariness of the regularization procedure on the computation of Γ[A, E]: a G,L,D are obtained up to coboundaries of the relevant B.R.S.T. operators that correspond to the addition of suitables local terms on the right-hand side of eq.(6).
The solutions of eqs. (14) are called consistent anomalies and a correct definition of the Weyl determinant must fullfil them, according eq. (13) . In the following we assume a D (ξ) = 0 because we are interested in a diffeomorphism invariant definition of Γ[A, E]; this choice is compatible with eqs.(14) (for parallelizable manifolds) and it can be always achieved by adding to the vacuum functional a suitable local (but non-polynomial) Wess-Zumino term on the 2n-bein fields [12] .
If we extend SU(N) to SL(N, C) and SO(2n, R) to SO(2n, C) we can derive from eqs.(14) not only the consistent anomalies but also the covariant anomalies [8, 13] . Let us take for example δ G : we make the decomposition 
leading to the W-Z conditions:
It can be shown [8, 13] that two non-equivalent local solutions of eqs. (17) are characterized by:
and a
The functional form of these solutions is given in [8] : they are local functionals of the connection A µ on SL(N, C) and of its derivatives. Projecting A µ on SU(N), a 
(19).
We will also find a functional realization of eq.(18) that we will show to correspond to the modulus of the Weyl determinant.
The two dimensional problem: algebraic and functional approach
We can now apply the general properties discussed in the previous section to the twodimensional situation: some simplifications related to the peculiarity of d = 2 take place, as we will see.
The first task is to realize the algebras eqs. (16) for SL(N, C) and SO(2, C). The general form of a SL(N, C) Lie valued gauge connection is [14] :
with U and V taking value in the SL(N, C) group. The projection ofÂ µ over SU(N) is obtained within the restriction
that impliesÂ † µ =Â µ . We define the action of δ G 1 and δ G 2 on U and V as:
that leads to
One can easily show that δ 
In the same way the consistent solution eq.(19) is:
Under SU(N) projection they reduce to the well known expressions for the covariant and the consistent anomalies. The Bose factor 1 2
is a natural bonus of the canonical normalization of the Lie algebra valued symmetric polynomials we have used to derive the descent equations.
To obtain a basis for the representation of SO(2, C) we do not need a complexification of the zwei-bein E µ a : the abelian character of the group simplifies the approach. We use the representation of the Weyl algebra:
and we define
An SO(2, C) matrix Λ admits the factorization
where R ∈ SO(2, R) andΛ
The action ofΛ is:Λ
It is clear that the set of fieldsÊ
now carries a representation of SO(2, C) Lie algebra:
Basically we have recognized that
Lie SO(2, C) ≃ Lie (SO(2, R) ⊗ R + ) and we understand R + as the group of the local dilatations of the orthogonal frame (conformal transformations). The projection over SO(2, R) is obtained setting φ = 0.
Using the descent equation, that in this case is almost trivial due to the abelian character of the problem, we get:
R being the usual scalar curvature. We remark again the factor 1 2 between the covariant and the consistent solution and the coboundary
that is essential to obtain a 1 = ±ia 2 . The abelian character of SO(2, R) makes somewhat questionable the difference between consistent and covariant Lorentz anomaly in d = 2: both are proportional to R (apart from coboundary terms) and the definition [12] requires only the factor Let us turn our attention to the Weyl operator D: a very general way to construct the determinant of a (pseudo) differential operator of elliptic type is by means of the ζ-function regularization [4] .
Under some assumptions we can define:
where K(x, y; s) is the kernel of the complex power of the elliptic operator A [15]
and T r is understood as an operatorial trace while tr is a matrix trace. K(x, y; s) is related to the more usual heat-kernel H(x, y; t) [16] by:
Unfortunately we cannot apply directly the ζ-function machinery to the Weyl operator: we fail because there is no way to define its complex power eq.(38) for the lack of a ray of minimal growth [15] . This is the analytic counterpart of the bad definition of the eigenvalue problem, discussed in sect.1.
To overcome this difficulty, we go back to eq.(6) and we introduce an isomorphism D *
then we define
The operator D * D admits a well defined eigenvalue problem, even if the covariance properties are, a priori, lost. Our task is to find such a D * to recover, under SL(N, C) and SO(2, C) variations, the consistent and the covariant solutions eq. (18)
, eq.(19). A good candidate for
with r 1 , r 2 ∈ R. Taking into account our choice of the Weyl matrices we get for r 1 = 0, r 2 = 1:
In this case we lose the phase of the determinant on which the unextended anomaly relies [3] . One can prove that D * (r 1 , r 2 )D possesses a ray of minimal growth and the ζ-function technique is perfectly viable. Defining
(the choice of the normalization k(r 1 , r 2 ) will be clarified in the following) and the anomalies
we can find the values of r 1 , r 2 satisfying eqs. (18) 
The trace properties of the kernel eq.(38) [15] allow us to write:
H(r 1 , r 2 ) andH(r 1 , r 2 ) being the first coefficients of the expansion of the heat-kernel eq.(37) for t → 0 [16] , generated respectively by the operators D * D and D D * . Generalizing the technique developed in [6] to our case (a deformation of the operator D † D) we compute the coefficients H 1 andH 1 :
We remark that the definition eq.(44) automatically implements the invariance under diffeomorphism: one can easily check that
the trace properties of the kernel eq.(37) implies that this type of transformations does not change the ζ-function determinant. Let us now look for the covariant and the consistent solution.
The covariant determinant and its W-Z-W term
A local expression for a
is obtained by choosing
that corresponds to take D * = D † ; the normalization k is fixed to 1 2 to recover:
The explicit form of H 1 andH 1 leads to the anomalies:
that forÂ µ =Â † µ and φ = 0 become the usual covariant gauge and Lorentz anomalies:
The next step is to compute eq.(58): a first semplification derives from the fact thatÊ a µ is the conformal transformed of E a µ , giving us the possibility of working with the original zwei-bein and, at the end, to recover the extended result with a local dilatation. A second observation concerns the diffeomorphism invariance of the determinant itself: we can choose a convenient coordinate system to develop our calculations.
Locally any two-dimensional Riemannian manifold admits a coordinate system [17] in which the metric tensor has the form
leading to the zwei-bein
Disregarding problems of globality, we assume everywhere the validity of this parameterization, obtaining a simple expression for the spin-connection and the scalar curvature:
In these coordinates D † D can be written as
It is not difficult to find the infinitesimal variation of det[D † D] for the transformations:
with ε → 0 and to iterate this change driving α and β to zero:
One can easily verify that Γ 1 actually is only a functional of α and, eventually, ofÂ µ and A † µ : this fact reflects its invariance under SO(2, R) Lorentz transformations (independence from the local orthogonal frame, that is contained in β, as it is evident from eq.(63)). In terms of de-Witt coefficients, Γ 1 is given [5] by: 
The heat-kernel coefficients are derived from eq.(54) and eq.(55):
that in covariant form is:
g (x, z) being the kernel of the inverse Beltrami-Laplace operator.
We still have to compute
det −∆ giving the natural normalization to the free case (no gauge or gravitational background).
At this point we observe that
recalling the form of theÂ µ connection given in eq.(20) we get:
If we define an interpolating matrix V (r) with the property
we can express, by means of the same decoupling technique used on eq.(68), Γ 2 as:
where H 1 (r) andH 1 (r) are again derived from eq.(54) and eq.(55), taking the pure gauge part. They give:
Γ cov W ZW was obtained, in d = 2n dimensions, using cohomological methods in [9] ; this is an explicit computation, based on a functional representation of the relevant extended algebra. The projection over SU(N) is performed by taking V † = U −1 . In this limitΓ V V † coincides with the usual expression of the logarithm of the Dirac operator, confirming the well known property [3] that
Nevertheless by means of an infinitesimal SL(N, C)/SU(n) transformation we can recover the covariant anomaly as one could directly check in eq.(82) starting from h ≃ 1l + λ.
The consistent determinant
Finally we find the correct second order operator, realizing a mapping
whose ζ-function determinant represents the determinant of the Weyl operator. In ref. [8] , in the case of pure gravity coupling, we have found a whole one-parameter family of second order operators, relaxing the definition in eq. (41), that leads to the consistent condition eq.(19). Now we strictly study operators of the form D * D, where D is the Weyl operator: in other words we want to find the correct isomorphism D * in presence of an additional non-abelian gauge background. We start from eqs.(50), (51), (52), (53), with k = 1, and we try to fix r 1 and r 2 leading to:
One immediately realizes that r 2 = 0 gives a local expression for a then using the explicit form of H 1 (r 1 , 0) andH 1 (r 1 , 0) we obtain:
forcing the equations:
that are clearly inconsistent. But we recall that eq.(84) must be understood up to coboundary terms, a fact that corresponds to the addition of local terms on the logarithm of the determinant
If we add to the ζ-function calculation of Γ (r 1 ,0) Ê ;Â,Â † the local polynomial
we have to consider its contribution to a
These contributions change eq.(85) and eq.(86), giving a new system that replaces eq.(87):
The two equations are actually the same, leading to the values
that are fully consistent with the general solution of ref. [8] . The restoration of the gauge fieldsÂ µ andÂ † µ does not change anything: one can easily verify that their contributions to a and r 2 = 0:
For φ = 0 andÂ µ = A µ , we recover the usual form (up to trivial cocycles), with the correct normalization.
The computation of Γ as the ζ-function determinant of the second order operator (we make the projection on SU(N) and SL(2, R))
giving an explicit diffeo-invariant result. If we switch off the zwei-bein field, we recover the well-known form of the two-dimensional non-abelian gauge determinant [14] . The usual W-Z-W term is easily obtained by means of a SU(N) gauge transformation
we notice that a coset trasformation,ĥ ∈ SL(N, C)/SU(N), leads to the same action for the W-Z-W field. The characterization we have given of the consistent determinant, eq.(19), holds also for finite variations:
(101)
Conclusions
We have obtained in d = 2, by characterizing the consistent and the covariant anomalies as different solutions of an extended cohomological problem, two second order operators: using ζ-function regularization they produce, respectively, the covariant and the consistent Lorentz and gauge anomalies. We have computed their determinants and the W-Z-W terms linked to the gauge part. The "consistent" determinant is the non-abelian generalization of the one derived by Leutwyler in [7] , as a consequence of a completely different procedure. If we switch-off the gauge field, the operator in eq.(100) is a particular case of the one-parameter family of operators, obtained in [8] , that led us to the same Weyl determinant (up to coboundary terms). At least to our knowledge, in the case of curved background, it is the first time that the Weyl determinant has been computed as the ζ-function determinant of some operator.
The "covariant" determinant is essentially the modulus of the Dirac one: nevertheless working with a SL(N, C) gauge group, this functional is not invariant under SL(N, C)/SU(N) transformations. The coset action produces the covariant anomaly in the infinitesimal case, and, for finite transformations, the covariant W-Z-W term, derived in [9] by cohomological methods.
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